
                                                                                                          Purdue Sat Oct 17 [18]85 
My Darling Effie 
       I received your letter on time this morning.  At least I know it came on time but I wasnt 
on hand to receive it for I had gone to the city to do some errands.  I stopped at the office for it 
& to mail one and they told me that it was in the Purdue bag & I didn’t want to bother then to 
dig it out since there was no chance to read it any how till I got back.  I had just time to read it & 
was about to begin some work when Miss Elder with a gentleman whom she introduced as Mr. 
Gorby.  I was inwardly mad for I didn’t feel like showing anyone around for there was some 
work I was anxious to begin as soon as possible but I didn’t show it outwardly and I learned that 
Mr Gorby wanted to see our geological museum.  As soon as I got him into the collection I 
found out at once that I had a bonanza for he proved to be a fine paleontologist & I pumped 
lots out of him & spent all the rest of the day until four oclock with him[,] a good part of it in 
looking over our collection of fossils.  He has a very large collection and I let him have a lot of 
fine specimens for which I shall receive a good lot of things new to our collection in return.  I 
regard him as a bonanza for he has an enormous collection and has collected everywhere & 
besides he is the assistant state geologist, a very pleasant man[,] rather silent until you get into 
him & not at first sight half the man he proves to be.  I gave him some very beautiful specimens 
from among our duplicates and I feel quite sure that I shall get a fine lot of things from him in 
return.  Next Saturday Maurice Thompson[,] state geologist[,] is coming up here from 
Indianapolis & we three & another gentleman are going to drive to a good collecting ground 
about ten miles from here.  At least that is our plan & I presume we shall have a very pleasant 
time_  So here again first impressions proved misleading.  We spent the time until four oclock 
together.  Then I left him & Huston & I played Flute & Piano Duos till 5:30.  We played several 
pretty things[,] among them the Boc[c]herini minuet which goes well with piano & flute only I 
couldn’t get the piano part to half suit me.  Then we went to the city for tea and I stayed & we 
had a fine game of whist in which Huston & I came off behind 1 game to 3 of the Enemy.  I 
enjoyed the game very much & for got for the time what a miserable mortal I was.  I have just 
gotten back & it is now about ten oclock_  I enjoyed your description of the Cardinal & have 
seen a picture in the [ill.]phic I guess or Harpers which is something the view you got[,] the feet 
being the most conspicuous feature so to speak.  I am glad that there has been no nonsense 
like that over the archbishop in Montreal[,] bringing sick to be cured & all sorts of middle-age 
mummery.  It would have been lovely if you could have had a ticket to the music_  I guess you 
didn’t think the Mark Twain sketch good for you didn’t mention it.  I don’t know as it was worth 
sending one thousand miles & back.  It amused me and I thought it was pretty good & pretty 
sensible & so thoroughly characteristic at the same time.  I see by your other clipping that 
Margaret Mather is at last heard from.  I heard her in Baltimore a couple of years ago[,] I think 
the play was “As you like it[,]” and liked her then very much indeed.  There were some beautiful 
illustrations of Romeo & Juliet published last Christmas time by Cassel & Co in an Édition de 
luxe[,] drawings by Frank Dicksee.  The pictures were reproduced extensively & were very very 
fine.  Do you remember seeing them?  I know a little when you tell me you have been matching 
colors for my christmas present.  The it will not be black & white.  I wonder of course what it 
will be but wont pry.  That would be very mean indeed.  Dr Smart is in Washington.  You may 
have noticed accounts in the papers.  It is said that his chances are not so good as those of 
Codman of Massachusetts.  I don’t see what he wants it for for the pay isn’t much[,] $3500 & 



traveling expenses[,] but he is ambitious and I guess he will take it if he can get it.  I have a 
selfish hope for Purdue that he won’t get it for I do think he is the best man we can have here & 
I do hope that he will not leave just yet but there is not telling.  He would do a good thing in the 
position.  I have got a laborious job ahead of me & guess I will get it out of the way tonight[,] 
my weekly letter home_  It will be best to get it down tonight & not spoil tomorrow for 
somehow when I get at that I get the blues worse than ever & I generally have them bad 
enough on Sunday any how.  Fresh [ill.] is my cure this year.  I am not heroic enough to fight 
them alone.  Companionship would help me but I haven’t any companions__  I long for Lee I 
can tell you sometimes.  He was a good chum to me & we had enough comfortable talks when 
we would otherwise have been homesick.  Well Darling up & at ’em__  Good night with so very 
much love from your own 
      Harry. 
 

Wont you please send me a couple of bars of that soap you had last summer.  It was a 
glycerine soap like Pears but it cost less and you told me you got it in 34th St. or some where 
about there.  Do you remember.  Send me a couple of bars by mail__ 
         Harry___  


